This paper describes a procedure developed at University College London for the automatic stereo matching of SAR imagery from NASA's Seasat satellite. The method employed uses Gruen's least squares correlation technique to improve the match accuracy of randomly generated points as they are cascaded down an image pyramid, coupled with a sheet growing mechanism in order to produce a dense array of points. The overall result of the cascading procedure is the totally automatic production of a dense digital disparity model [DDM].
INTRODUCTION
In order to apply the area based Otto-Chau [5] stereo matcher to any form of imagery, you must first accurately determine image conjugate points. These points then become seedpoint data for the matcher and act as starting points for its sheet growing mechanism. Without accurately determined image conjugate points the stereo matching process is unable to proceed.
The Otto-Chau stereo matcher was developed under the aegis of the Alvey MMI-137 [Real-time 2.5D Vision System] project undertaken at University College London. Otto-Chau is an area based stereo matcher which incorporates both Gruen's [3] adaptive least squares technique and a sheet growing mechanism.
To date, any seedpoint data needed for the Otto-Chau algorithm has been measured manually via an interactive display program on a personal workstation. However, this procedure is both time consuming and prone to error [1] .
In an attempt to overcome these problems and to achieve a totally automated system, cascade [6] was developed. Cascading uses the idea that if stereo images are reduced in size by a large enough factor, then any randomly generated points can be transformed into accurate conjugate points in the original images by applying Gruen's least squares correlation technique at each tier of the image pyramid ( fig. 1 ). Gruen's [3] least squares correlation technique is used to act as a "pull in" to improve the match accuracy at the new increased resolution which is associated with each consecutive tier of the image pyramid. And, by also applying the sheet growing mechanism of the Otto-Chau [5] stereo matcher near the top of the image pyramid it is possible to produce a dense stereo matched extent at the bottom of the image pyramid.
It must be noted that if applying the technique of cascading to SAR imagery, before any stereo matching can take place the problem of speckle [1, 2] must be addressed. Speckle is perceived by the Otto-Chau matcher to be a series of micro disparity domains, the boundaries of which act to inhibit the growth of the texture dependent sheet growing mechanism. This means that if a conventional approach to stereo matching is made, the matched extent will be limited to the immediate area surrounding the seedpoints [1] . However, it should also be noted that the technique of cascading points down an image pyramid means that the prohibitive effect of speckle in the SAR imagery will be not encountered until, at the earliest, the bottom two tiers of the image pyramid. To overcome the problem of speckle the images must be convolved with an appropriate speckle reduction filter [4] .
METHODOLOGY
The first stage in the overall process is to convolve the left and right images of the stereo pair with a speckle reduction filter. For this series of experiments an adaptive median filter was used to achieve the goal. The reason for convolving the stereo images with a speckle reduction filter has been previously discussed in the introduction.
The first stage of the actual cascading process involves the of reduction the stereo images by pixel grey level averaging. The reduction factor employed needs to be specified by the operator at the outset, and it determines the number of tiers in the image pyramid.
The second stage of the cascading process involves the use of a random number generator to generate conjugate points in the reduced images. These points are then cascaded through the image pyramid, whilst using Gruen's least squares technique at each new tier in order to increase match accuracy at the new improved resolution.
In order to achieve a well dispersed, dense array of stereo matched points which extend over the stereo area of the bottom tier, the sheet growing mechanism of the Otto-Chau stereo matcher needs to be employed at a stage when the randomly generated points have been cascaded through several tiers in the image pyramid.
The refining and sheet growing procedures are then repeated until the bottom tier (ie. the original, speckle reduced imagery) has been successfully stereo matched.
RESULTS
The data set selected was SEAS AT [7] images of Death Valley, California, USA (map ref. 36 ° 19' N 116 ° 52 ' W ). The SEAS AT images used were; left; rev. 882 file number 08820946, and right; rev. 1140 file number 11400008. Stereo sub-images of 1024x1024 pixels were extracted for the experimentation (figs 2a and 2b). Table 1 gives details of applying the cascading automatic stereo matching technique to the SEASAT stereo images. Two cases are presented; the first with no speckle reduction having been applied to the images before processing (fig 2c) ; the second case being when the images were first convolved with an adaptive median filter prior to processing (fig 2d) . Table 1 shows that there is a need for the use of a speckle reduction. In the no speckle reduction case, the cascading technique works well until the bottom two tiers of the image pyramid, then the percentage coverage obtained goes down from 68.6% to 58.5%. In the case where a speckle reduction filter was applied to the images beforehand, the final extent of the stereo matched coverage was 81%. It should be noted that the percentage coverage can never be as high as 100 simply because the percentage overlap is not that high, as can be seen from figs 2a an 2b. Figs 2c and 2d represent the stereo matched extent pictorially.
DISCUSSION
From looking at figs 2c and 2d, it is quite noticeable that the basin shown in the Death Valley imagery has failed to match successfully. This is a very positive result for the cascading process. The SEASAT images were recorded a different times and because the floor of the basin is a salt lake, the time differential will mean that the basin floor may have experienced some degree of physical change. This means that the cascading process only works in stereo areas, and is not prone to erroneous matches if this sort of artifact exists in the imagery.
CONCLUSION
The technique of cascading in order to automatically stereo match SEASAT imagery has been described. The method has been shown to be able to yield a dense DDM, without the need of any operator intervention in a reasonably short time period, typically less than 6 CPU hours on a SUN4.
The technique of cascading [6] , whether to stereo match imagery or to locate conjugate points, is a very powerful imaging processing tool. Not only because it is automatic, fast and requires no prior knowledge of the sensor geometry, but because its application could extend far beyond the stereo matching of SEASAT imagery as demonstrated here. Any imagery which contains a large number of discontinuities, occlusion and shadows [6] , may well to benefit from the application of this technique. 
